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Title : Needlework: An Illustrated History. Binding : Hardcover. Product Category : Books. List Price (MSRP) : 12.50. Established in 1997. About Parrot Books Ltd. Condition : Like
New. Read full description. See details and exclusions - Needlework: An Illustrated History, , Excellent Book. Buy it now. Add to basket. Watch. Sold by parrot_books (11333) 99.8%
positive Feedback Contact seller. Registered as business seller. All listings for this product. Covering the simple to the sumptuous, this delightful book chronicles the history and
diversity of needlework tools dating from ancient Egypt through the twentieth century. Nearly 500 color and black/white photographs beautifully illustrate tools such as needles,
bodkins, pin cushions, thimbles, bobbins, clamps, hooks, shuttles, measuring tapes, waxers, winders, and more.Â A highlight of the book is a special section featuring representative
needlework tools from several outstanding international collections. Three appendices, values for the tools illustrated, a bibliography, and an index round out this captivating book.
Product Identifiers. Publisher. Very nice book on needlework tools and implements although the entire book is done photographed in black and white. Read more. Cindy Heagy. 5.0
out of 5 starsthis is the best book! I collect and use old needlework tools. 27 February 2018 - Published on Amazon.com.Â 5.0 out of 5 starsan illstrated history NEEDLEWORK
TOOLS. 14 February 2012 - Published on Amazon.com. Verified Purchase. The book is well put together with sound pictures and information. The photos give a good idea of the
needletools to collect and each chapter has good detail on the pictures. I have many books on Needletools but this one would rate as one of my best. the book written in 1883 could
have been published yesterday as its quality is very good. Read more. Our collection includes over 700 needlework samplers ranging from as early as the 1400s, to pieces stitched in
the 20th century. They offer a fascinating insight into the practice and teaching of an important domestic craft. Find out how the social and educational significance of samplers has
changed over time, as well as their form and function.Â Such stitch and pattern collections may have been assembled in a number of cultures where decorative needlework was
widely practised. Early examples rarely survive, but the quality of the oldest surviving samplers suggests they were made by experienced hands, as well as children, (in many cultures
learning needlework was an important part of a young girl's education). Needlework Through History - Free ebook download as PDF File (.pdf), Text File (.txt) or read book online for
free. istoria lucrului de mana.Â A broader denition of needlework includes hand techniques that employ other small tools. This would encompass crochet, which uses a hook, and
tatting, which uses a shuttle. Some needlework techniques, like macram, may not require any equipment.

